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1

Grigne Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark map. Geosites: 1) Moncodeno Ice Cave; 2) Fiumelatte; 3) Porta di Prada; 4) Grignetta
pinnacles; 5) Sasso Cavallo 6) Calcare di Perledo Varenna - Type section; 7) Formazione di Bellano - Type section; 8) Scudo della
Grigna Settentrionale; 9) "Nero di Varenna" quarries; 10) Bellano Canyon; 11) Ponte Chiuso - Rocca di Baiedo; 12) Piona and Olgiasca;
13) Piani Resinelli Mining Museum Park; 14) Barite Mines; 15) Bocca di Biandino; 16) Liassic paleo ridge; 17) Val Fraina kame terraces;
18) Zucco di Maesimo; 19) Conglomerato di Ponte della Folla; 20) Bindo landslide; 21)Troggia waterfall; 22) Abandoned iron mine; 23)
Costa del Palio Caves; 24) Valbona mine; 25) Pizzo Varrone; 26) Mine and furnace; 27) Val Biandino Pluton; 28) Lacca della Bobbia
karst spring; 29) Piani di Bobbio; 30) Lago di Sasso mine; 31) Caleotto's mine; 32) Canale del Peloso mine; 33) Ferrera cave; 34)
Laorca caves; 35) Balisio Canyon; 36) Rialba Towers; 37) Cainallo moraine and lacustrine deposits; 38) Mud vulcanoes; 39) Tartavalle
thermae; 40) Pian delle Betulle Deep Seated Gravitational Slope Deformation (DSGSD); 41) Casargo saddle; 42) Piani di Artavaggio;
43) Maggio moraine; 44) Conglomerato del Pialeral; 45) Mogafieno Karstic area; 46) Prato della Nave; 47) Travertino di Necrebbio; 48)
Fans; 49) Nava hanging valley; 50) Valle del Geron landslide.
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GEO
SITE
n°

GEOSITE NAME

LEVEL OF
INTEREST

VALUE

GEOSCIENC
E SUBJECT

MUNICIPALITY

1*

MONCODENO ICE CAVE*

I

SC/ED/HI

GE/PC

ESINO LARIO

2*

FIUMELATTE*

I

SC/ED

HY/GE

VARENNA

3

PORTA DI PRADA

N

SC/ED/AE

GE

MANDELLO DEL LARIO

4

GRIGNETTA PINNACLES

N

SC/AE

GE

MANDELLO DEL LARIO

5

SASSO CAVALLO

N

SC/AE/ED

SG/GE/ST

MANDELLO DEL LARIO

N

SC/ED

ST

PERLEDO

N

SC

ST

BELLANO

I

SC/ED

ST/PA/GE

PASTURO
PERLEDO

6*
7*
8*

CALCARE DI PERLEDO VARENNA TYPE SECTION*
FORMAZIONE DI BELLANO - TYPE
SECTION*
SCUDO DELLA GRIGNA
SETTENTRIONALE*

9*

"NERO DI VARENNA" QUARRIES*

N

SC/HI

MI/PA

10*

N

SC/AE/ED

GE

BELLANO

R

SC/ED/HI

SG

INTROBIO/PASTURO

N

SC/ED

PE

COLICO

N

ED/HI

MI

ABBADIA LARIANA

N
R
R
R
R

SC/ED
SC/AE/HI
SC
SC/ED
SC

MI/PE
GE/SG
ST
GE
SG

PRIMALUNA
INTROBIO
MORTERONE
PREMANA
MOGGIO

29
30
31
32

BELLANO CANYON*
PONTE DI CHIUSO - ROCCA DI
BAIEDO*
PIONA AND OLGIASCA*
PIANI RESINELLI MINING MUSEUM
PARK*
BARITE MINES*
BOCCA DI BIANDINO*
LIASSIC PALEO RIDGE*
VAL FRAINA KAME TERRACES
ZUCCO DI MAESIMO
CONGLOMERATO DI PONTE DELLA
FOLLA*
BINDO LANDSLIDE*
TROGGIA WATERFALL*
ABANDONED IRON MINE
COSTA DEL PALIO CAVES
VALBONA MINE
PIZZO VARRONE
MINE AND FURNACE
VAL BIANDINO PLUTON
LACCA DELLA BOBBIA KARST
SPRING
PIANI DI BOBBIO
LAGO DI SASSO MINE
CALEOTTO'S MINE
CANALE DEL PELOSO MINE

33
34
35
36

11*
12*
13*
14*
15*
16*
17
18
19*
20*
21*
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

R

SC

SE

CREMENO/PASTURO

N
L
L
R
L
R
L
N

SC/ED/AP
AE/HI/ED
ED/HI
SC
ED/HI
AE/ED
ED/HI
SC/AE

GE
GE
MI
HY/GE
MI
ST/SG/GE
MI
PE

CORTENOVA
INTROBIO
INTROBIO
MORTERONE
INTROBIO
INTROBIO
INTROBIO
INTROBIO

R

SC

GE/HY

BARZIO

R
L
L
L

SC/AE/ED
ED/HI
ED/HI
ED/HI

GE/SG
MI
MI
MI

BARZIO
INTROBIO
INTROBIO
INTROBIO

FERRERA CAVE

L

SC/ED

GE

MANDELLO DEL LARIO

LAORCA CAVE
BALISIO CANYON

R
R

SC/AE
SC/AE/ED

GE
GE

LECCO
BALLABIO

RIALBA TOWERS

R

SC/ED

GE/AP

ABBADIA LARIANA

N

SC/ED/AE

GE

ESINO LARIO

L
R

SC
SC/ED

GE/HY/AP
HY

TACENO
TACENO

R

SC/ED

GE

MARGNO

R
R
L

SC
SC/AE
SC

GE
GE/SG
GE

CASARGO
MOGGIO
CREMENO
PASTURO

41
42
43

CAINALLO MORAINE AND
LACUSTRINE DEPOSITS
MUD VULCANOES
TARTAVALLE THERMAE
PIAN DELLE BETULLE DEEP
SEATED GRAVITATIONAL SLOPE
DEFORMATION (DSGSD)
CASARGO SADDLE
PIANI DI ARTAVAGGIO
MAGGIO MORAINE

44

CONGLOMERATO DEL PIALERAL

R

SC/ED

SE/GE

45

MOGAFIENO KARSTIC AREA

L

SC/ED

GE

PASTURO

46

PRATO DELLA NAVE

L

SC

GE

ABBADIA LARIANA

47

TRAVERTINO DI NECREBBIO

R

SC/AE

GE

ABBADIA LARIANA

48
49

FANS
NAVA HANGING VALLEY

L
L

SC
SC

GE
GE

MANDELLO DEL LARIO
BARZIO/INTROBIO

50

VALLE DEL GERON LANDSLIDE

L

SC

GE

PASTURO

37
38
39
40

COD. SCIs
and/or e SPAs
NATURE 2000
(SCI) IT2030001
(SPA) IT2030601
(SPA) IT2030601
(SCI) IT2030001
(SPA) IT2030601
(SCI) IT2030002
(SPA) IT2030601
(SCI) IT2030001
(SCI) IT2030002
(SPA) IT2030601

PARK NAME
Parco della Grigna
Settentrionale

Parco della Grigna
Settentrionale

Parco della Grigna
Settentrionale
Parco della Grigna
Settentrionale

(SCI) IT2030002
(SPA) IT2030601

(SCI) IT2030002
(SPA) IT2030601
(SPA) IT2030601
(SCI) IT2030002
(SPA) IT2030601
Parco della Grigna
Settentrionale

(SCI) IT2030001
(SPA) IT2030601

Parco della Grigna
Settentrionale
Parco della Grigna
Settentrionale

(SCI) IT2030002
(SPA) IT2030601

(SPA) IT2030601

Parco della Grigna
Settentrionale

List of the Geosites identified in the Grigna, Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark area (*Geosites identified by Lombardy
Regional law -DGR IX/2616, 30 novembre 2011).
Legend
Level of interest: I=International N = National, R = Regional, L = Local. Value: AE= Aesthetic; ED= Educational; HI =
Historical, SC=Scientific. Geoscience subject: AP=Applied Geology; GE: Geomorphology; HY=Hydrogeology;
MI=Mining; PA= Palaentology; PC=Palaeoclimatology; PE=Petrographic and mineralogic; SE Sedimentology;
SG=Structural geology; ST=Stratigraphy. Natura 2000 sites: SCIs = Sites of Community Importance, SPAs = Special
Protection Areas
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Geosite map N.
1
Geosite name:
Moncodeno Ice Cave

Municipality:

3
Esino Lario

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°58‘10“ N
9°22‘41“ E
1720 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:

International
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Historical/
Educational

Geomorphology/Palaeclimatology

Detail interest
High mountain karstic area, Ice cave
Description:
The Moncodeno karst features are the most important of the Grigna Group, and their density (600 over a scarcely 2 km 2
wide surface) is among the highest in Italy. In this area and in the adjacent Releccio we find the deepest Grigna caves.
Moncodeno is a wide, roughly rectangular amphitheatre on the northern side of Mount Grignone. Its landscape is typical
of karst, high altitude zones, showing bare rock, dolines, rises, flat rock surfaces. An exception is the lowest area of
Moncodeno, where the presence of soil has allowed a larch wood to grow; it was the area where a local glacier left its
sediments during the ice-age. Several dolines are sinkholes: their bottom is full of blocks and debris fallen from the
inside walls. The most part, hough, are underground halls, or wells cut by glacial erosion, with no blocks on the bottom.
Often rock arches either link adjacent dolines or border isolated dolines: they witness karst holes pre-ceding the
collapse of the doline itself. Ice caves have a natural origin and contain perpetual ice deposits. As early as the Middle
Age they were exploited: the ice was sold and even transported to distant places, while caves were used as food stores.
The historical importance of these caves is witnessed by mountain dwellers and by famous scientists like Leonardo da
Vinci, Stenone, Antonio Stoppani. This kind of natural feature can be found in many different places; its name is
“glacières” in France, "Eishöhlen" in German - speaking countries, “gheţari” in Rumania, "cuevas - glaciar" in Spain.
Understanding how the ice accumulates, keeps and melts, provides precious paleoclimatic and paleoenvironmental
information. To this aim, the best instrument is ice logging. Two ice - cores have been taken from 1650 LO LC cave at a
depth of about 80 metres and two other core have been taken from 1607 LO LC (Turri, 2005). The study of ice caves
represents a small though fascinating field of research for geologists and speleologists in many countries. The historical
symbol of “underground glaciers” is that of Moncodeno.
Age:
Middle Triassic -Holocene
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Conservation:
The Geosite is included in SCI IT2030001, SPA IT2030601 and Parco della Grigna Settentrionale. The site shows no
conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
From Lecco follow the SP 72 till Varenna, then turn right to Esino, then to the parking place (2 € for Day) at the end of
the road from the Cainallo Refuge (Esino Lario); then path N° 25 up to Alpe Moncodeno. To reach the famous ice cave,
leave N° 25 and take the path starting left of the houses, marked in yellow. The cave is called "Giazzera del
Moncodeno" or "Ghiacciaia del Moncodeno". To get into the cave one must have a torch, an alpinism equipment or
accompanied by a guide (www.parcogrigna.it). After the excursion in the ice cave return to the path N° 25 to Bogani
Refuge and top of Mount Grignone. Several different itineraries are possible, along numbered paths or along small trail
or going up without following a path. Attention must be paid to the frequent holes.
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Geosite map N.
2
Geosite name:
Fiumelatte

5
Municipality:
Varenna

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°00‘03“ N
9°17‘41“ E
290 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.

Level of interest:
International
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational

Hydrogeology/Geomorphology

Detail interest
Karst, hydrogeology
Description:
The Fiumelatte cave is a big, temporary karst spring, almost continuously giving water from March to November. In this
period of activity, a powerful torrent emerges from the cave and, all covered with a white foam, falls down the steep
slope to the lake: this is the Fiumelatte, the milk river. Many famous scientists have dealt with this river in the past:
Leonardo da Vinci, Paolo Giovio, Lazzaro Spallanzani and Antonio Stoppani among the others. The cave opens in the
Calcare di Perledo Varenna and in the part of this formation where facies are transitional to the Calcare di Esino
(Ladinian age). The orientation of the galleries is conditioned by sets of fractures and by rock stratification, which is fairly
thin in the Calcare di Perledo Varenna. This is why the galleries describe various rings and partially lie one upon
another. There are three entrances to the cave; the water emerges from the lowest one. Some of the scientists who
studied the Fiumelatte in the past thought its water came from Moncodeno; others supposed it represented leaks from
the Esino river. Actually, both of these hypotheses have recently proved to be true: the bulk of water comes from
Moncodeno, but part of it also comes from the Esino river.
Age:
Middle Triassic -Holocene
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in SPA IT2030601. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
From Lecco to the North, along the Provincial road to Varenna or Fiumelatte. Path from Varenna or simply from the
main road in Fiumelatte.
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Geosite map N.
3
Geosite name:
Porta di Prada

Municipality:

6
Mandello del Lario

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°57‘59“ N
9°21‘58“ E
1650 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
National
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Historical/Aesthetic

Geomorphology

Detail interest
karst
Description:
La Porta di Prada is the most famous natural arch present in Grigna Settentrionale. These structures are diffused in the
area (e.g. Porta di Canal del Lupo, Porta di Canal Grande it Voragine Grande con Arco), though they are not as
attractive as Porta di Prada, that sprout like a prominent monolith along the slope.
Genesis of these arches is related either to the collapse of the tunnels that were formed by old karst system or by the
decapitation of the same part by glacial exaration. Presence of a wide karst system is indicated around Porta di Prada,
by a series of important caves.
Age:
Middle Triassic -Holocene
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in SCI IT2030001, SPA IT2030601. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
From Lecco follow the SP N° 72 till Varenna, then turn right to Esino, then to the parking place (2 € per Day) at the end
of the road from the Cainallo Refuge (Esino Lario); than path N° 25 until you see the signs for Bietti Refuge. Reach
Bocchetta di Prada and continue along the easy path that leads directly to Porta di Prada.
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Geosite map N.
4
Geosite name:
Grignetta Pinnacles

Municipality:

7
Mandello del Lario

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°55‘10“ N
9°22‘40“ E
1300-1900 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
National
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Aesthetic

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Slope dynamics
Description:
The Southern Grigna (or Grignetta) is known for its typical morphology in forms of towers, needles and pinnacles that
have attracted for generations climbers and alpinists, including world famous among which Riccardo Cassin and Walter
Bonatti.
The origin of these forms, in which their heights vary from few meters to tens of meters, can be related to the slope
dynamic processes, piling of rocks, fracture intensity, steep slopes, that were always subjected to gravitational actions
with slumping of parts of mountain flanks.
Age:
Upper Triassic -Holocene
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in SCI IT2030002, SPA IT2030601. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
There are many options to reach Grignetta; the Cermenati crest is the normal path to climb and it starts from Piani
Resinell, passes through the smaller crest located on the southern flank with some simple rocky passages.
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Geosite map N.
5
Geosite name:
Sasso Cavallo

Municipality:

8
Mandello del Lario

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°56‘47“ N
9°22‘15“ E
1930 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
National
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Aesthetic/ Educational

Structural geology/Geomorphology/Stratigraphy

Detail interest
Thrust fault and thrust sheet, carbonate platform
Description:
The site is represented by prominent and steep rocky walls of Sasso Cavallo and Sasso Carbonari, made up of the Formazione
di Esino. The walls are the frontal part of a thrust that has positioned the Grigna Settentrionale thrust sheet over that of Grigna
Meridionale showing an excellent relationships between structure and morphology.
The height is due to the big thickness of the Formazione di Esino, testifying the importance of the edifice that formed the
carbonate platform. Presence of superficial clinostratification indicates the slope of the platform that are linked by a coarse breccia
tongue. The imposing walls of Sasso Cavvalo due to their spectacularity, they have become classical routs of climbing.
Age:
Middle Triassic (Carbonate Platform) and Eocene-Miocene (thrusting)
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in SCI IT2030001, SCI IT2030002, SPA IT2030601. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
From the square of the church of the fraction of Rongio (Municipality of Mandello del Lario) a mule-track starts on the
left side (Path N° 14) following the left side of Val Meria. Proceed until a small bridge and cross the valley at Ponte di
Ferro (487 m.a.s.l.), there the path divides into two and take the right one that passes near “Grotta del Ram" and then
climb the southern flank of Zucco di Pissavacca. Continue to the right and that takes towards Val Cassina. Pass the
branching path on the right side that leads to the Sorgente di Val Cassina and at the next deviation, turn to the left and
enter in the valley and there is another point of branching and take the one indicated by Elisa Refuge. Proceed in the
wood at the flank of Baitello dell’Aser and then to the fals plane, after passing some channels there is the last slope to
climb and reach the destination.
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Geosite map N.
6
Geosite name:
Calcare di Perledo VarennaType Section

Municipality:

9
Perledo

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°00‘59“ N
9°19‘41“ E
770 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
National
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational

Stratigraphy

Detail interest
Type section, anoxic isolated sounds
Description:
The formation nominated Calcare di Perledo Varenna includes the litho-types that were previously inserted in other
formations, i.e., Formazione di Perledo, gli Scisti di Perledo, il Calcari di Varenna. The type section (Pasquarè and
Rossi, 1969) outcrop in Val Portone. The section starts with a level of red-yellowish clay with pyroclastic materials. It
continues mainly with grey- black colored limestone and dolomitic limestone, more or less stratified and intercalated with
levels of marl, clay and pyroclastic materials, frequently with orange color. The type section is 323 meters high and ends
up with the Formazione di Esino. The Calcare Perledo Varenna has been deposited in isolated sea sounds where water
exchange with the open sea was scarce.
Age:
Ladinian
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in Parco della Grigna Settentrionale. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
At Cortenova, in Valsassina, take the SP N° 65 in the direction of Esino Lario. Once at Parlasco then proceed beyond
the two curves for almost 500 meters and finally get in to the Val Portone.
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Geosite map N.
7
Geosite name:
Formazione di Bellano-Type
Section

Municipality:

10
Bellano

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°01‘58“ N
9°17‘47“ E
230 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
National
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific

Stratigraphy

Detail interest
Type section, paleo-environment of coastal alluvial plane
Description:
The Formazione di Bellano is very important in the evolutional framework of the Geopark and the Lombardia Region.
Thickness of the formation is variable (over 200 metres in the type section) and shows a remarkable facies variations
horizontally. At the type section, the formation of Bellano is mainly composed of conglomerates of medium to fine
grained associated with sandstone lenticular layers. In the central part there are layers of dolomia with a thickness
variable between decimeter to meter where levels of desiccation and erosion scars are evident. The thick portion is
formed by well sorted sandstone, without structures, but with fossils of Crinoids in the upper part. The depositional
environment was a flooded coast, supplied from the erosion of a paleo-high area, where there were delta fans. The
upper part of the succession shows a complete submersion of the plane.
Age:
Anisian
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
The type section outcrops along the ex SS N° 36, between Galleria delle Tre Madonne and Villa Rho, in the interval
between Bellano e Dervio.
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Geosite map N.
8
Geosite name:
Scudo
della
Settentrionale

Grigna

Municipality:

11
Pasturo

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°56‘22“N
9°23‘39“ E
1700-1900 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:

International
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational

Stratigraphy/Palaentology/Geomorphology

Detail interest
Basin succession, paleobiodiversity
Description:
Pialeral is a nice location on the East side of Northern Grigna, starting point of the path to the summit (2409 m a.s.l.).
Around Pialeral and along the trail leading to Scudo Tremare, an interesting stratigraphic sequence outcrops, showing
the entire marine basin series of Middle Triassic rocks. This is the only site of the Grigna Group where these units can
be seen and, being very different in their aspect, they outstand among the peculiar massive limestones and dolostones
of the Calcare di Esino, with walls and needles so celebrated among climbers. The basinal rocks (Calcare di Angolo,
Calcare di Prezzo, Formazione di Buchenstein) on the contrary, show well bedded, somewhat marly limestones, with
volcanic ash intercalations, and they make grassy slopes which, in the early summer, blossom with coloured, wonderful
flowers. These rocks also yield paleontological treasures: a Brachiopod - rich level at the top of the Calcare di Angolo
and, most of all, a recently discovered fish level in the lower part of the Formazione di Buchenstein. Fieldwork is still
being carried out by a Milano University team; nonetheless, several new fishes, such as Stoppania gaetanii and large
specimens of the top predator Saurichthys have been already prepared and described.
Age:
Middle Triassic
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in Parco della Grigna Settentrionale. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
From Lecco follow the road to Valsassina, then two main walking paths, from Pasturo or from Piani di Balisio to Alpe
Cova/Pialeral. From the Alpe Cova pond to the site of the old Tedeschi Refuge, then to the left toward Baita Amalia and
along the "Scudi" path.
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Geosite map N.
9
Geosite name:
“Nero di Varenna” quarries

Municipality:

12
Perledo

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°01‘05“ N
9°18‘04“ E
640 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
National
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Historical

Mining/Palaentology

Detail interest
Ornamental stone, construction stone, vertebrate paleontology
Description:
The “Nero di Varenna” quarries at Perledo, are very important for the paleontology of Lombadia, and in these qu arries
some of the first reptiles of Lombardia (Lariosaurus balsami) were discovered together with many fishes. The first
discovery dates back to the first half of eight hundred. In 1911, these were visiting site of the Italian geologists National
Congress and the quarries were not any more used and systematic excavation was not done any more from these
years on. This indicates that the number of fossils recovered is may be lower than 100 units.
The quarries are also important from historical and archeological point of view, since the extracted material (Nero di
Varenna limestone), was highly appreciated construction stone, used also in many churchs of Lombardia.
Age:
Middle Triassic-Holocene
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in Parco della Grigna Settentrionale. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
Take the SP N° 65 towards Esino Lario, soon after the village of Perledo, turn to the right to the hamlet of Bologna. From here
follow the road to the Cava Alta and then can reach the base of the wall of the ex-quarry
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Geosite map N.
10
Geosite name:
Bellano canyon

Municipality:

13

Bellano

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°02‘32“ N
9°18‘21“ E
220 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
National
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Aesthetic/Educational

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Slope stability, fluvial features
Description:
The Bellano canyon is a deeply incised ravine that cuts the terminal part of Pioverna, at the entrance of Val Muggiasca
into the lake. The whole incision was in the metamorphic rocks (gneiss and micascists). The canyon is 30 metres deep
and it was destination of many excursionists since long time.
Evolution of the canyon, that started since the Middle Pleistocene, is related to huge Deep Seated Gravitational Slope
Deformation both in the North and South of the valley, where these movements have created a narrow section at the end
of Val Muggiasca. The Bellano canyon is among the most known and strictly related to Como Lake. In the 17 th century it
was cited on literature and its fame increased during the Romanticism, when canyons were important cultural elements.
Age:
Middle Pleistocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
Once the center of Bellano is reached, from the Parochial church square take the large and short distance stairs and
arrive at the entrance of the canyon.
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Geosite map N.
11
Geosite name:
Ponte di
Baiedo

Chiuso-Rocca

di

Municipality:

14

Introbio/Pasturo

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°57‘39“ N
9°27‘00“ E
566 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational/Historical

Structural geology

Detail interest
Fault, archaeological site
Description:
The site is located at the narrow passage, to the North of Pasturo, and it closes the Pioverna inside two walls distant only
100 m from one another. Beside the left shore there is the hill on which top there was Rocca di Baiedo, built appositely in
this strategic site. The abrupt morphology is caused by the presence of an important fault (Valtorta fault) that connects
the white rocks of the Formazione di Esino, that outcrops on top and that are the knoll on which the rock stands, with the
ancient red rocks of Verruncano Lombardo; the different colors of these two rock types, together with the different
morphology, permits to easily recognize this two lithotypes also on the opposite side of the hill.
Age:
Eocene-Miocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
About one km to the North of Pasturo, along the SP N° 62, the narrow passage of Ponte di Chiuso is reached. After
parking the car on the left, take the narrow track that leads to Sprizzotolo and passes near the bottom of the slope along
the bikeway. After about 200 m the base of the valley is reached where the previously described lithological contact is
visible.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
12
Geosite name:
Piona and Olgiasca

Municipality:

15
Colico

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°07‘09“ N
9°19‘38“ E
260 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
National
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational

Petrographic and mineralogic

Detail interest
Collecting
Description:
The Olgiasca peninsula is known since the 19 th century for the presence of important mineralizations connected with
pegmatite dykes.
The area is made of crystalline basement rocks belonging exclusively to the Dervio-Olgiasca zone and only in the most
northern part there are rocks from the fault zone connected to Linea di Musso (Spalla et al., 2002). The dykes, some
meters high, have been aboundanlty excavated already since the mid of the 19 th century to extract feldspars to coat
ceramics; the quarries have been abandoned since long time. At the moment the dykes present at various levels in all
the peninsula, have been almost completely quarried. Among the most aboundant minerals found in the dykes of Piona,
besides feldspars, there are tormaline, granate, apatitea, zircon and beryl in lower quantity in some dykes. Several
samples extracted from this site and are displayed in museums and private collections.
Age:
Middle-Upper Triassic
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
Coming from Lecco along the ex-SS N° 36, just before Colico, turn to the locality of Olgiasca. At the square of the
church, a path starts towards the mountain and passes between houses and under a covered shelter (path indication N°
7 and 7a). Take N° 7 and it passes on the crest of the peninsula of Olgiasca in the direction of Abbazia di Piona. At
about half way, turn to the right walking down to the small lake of Piona and reach the abbandoned quarries.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
13
Geosite name:
Piani
Resinelli
museum park

mining

Municipality:

16
Abbadia Lariana

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°54‘0“ N
9°23‘40“ E
1300 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
National
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Educational/Historical

Mining

Detail interest
Blenda and galena mine
Description:
The Piani Resinelli were important sites for minerals extraction sice the 600, and continued until the mid of the 20 th
century.
The mineralization, at present exhausted, was concentrated at the contact between the carbonatic platform of
Formazione di Esino and Formazione di Breno, where ther are emersion breccias. There are also mineralizations in the
Calcare Metallifero Bergamasco. The mineralizations are mainly sulphates, particularly of lead, zinc, and among the
most extracted minerals there are blende, galena, barite and cerussite.
The galleries and quarries of sampling are numerous. Two of the principal mines were well organized and open to the
public in 2007 in the framework of the Parco Minerario dei Piani Resinelli.
Age:
Middle-Upper Triassic
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in SCI IT2030002, SPA IT2030601. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
The museum is located in Via Escursionisti 29, municipality of Abbadia Lariana, locality of Piani Resinelli that can be
reached following the road with many hairpin turns to climb fom Ballabio.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
14
Geosite name:
Barite mines

Municipality:

17
Primaluna

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°58‘59“ N
9°24‘19“ E
600 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
National
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational

Mining/Petrographic and mineralogic

Detail interest
Collecting, barite mine
Description:
The quarries of barite of Cortabbio started in 1860 by a person called Vanotti who also opened other quarries at
Cortenuova and Primaluna. The barite that was extracted at Cortabbio was “pure sparry barite”, and it was at least
partly processed at the “barium salts factory” of Calolziocorte. The mineralization is located at the contact between the
Permian succession and the crystalline basement rocks. When the concession time of minig will finish, there is a
program to set an itinerary of geo-minig in the mining area.
Age:
Permian
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
Following the SP N°.62 from Lecco to Valsassina after few hudred meters fom the village of Primaluna, there is the
hamlet of Cortabbio. Turn to the left in Via Meria (this partly not asphalted) and proceed directly to the minig area.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
15
Geosite name:
Bocca di Biandino

Municipality:

18
Introbio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°00‘56“ N
9°28‘17“ E
1490 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Aesthetic/Historical

Geomorphology/Structural geology

Detail interest
Relationship between structure and morphology
Description:
The Bocca di Biandino has a particular fasccination and it ends up into a wide depression at the foot of Pizzo dei tre
signori. The Bocca di Biandino is situated at the contact between very resistant lithologies that forms steep cliff and
softer lithology that forms a large and even valley that is open upwards. The depression has been always considered as
glacial origin and suspended valley. Stoppani himself wrote that who was interested to see effects of the glacial
excavation have to go and see the so called “Prati di BIandino” and the whole valley until the foot of Pizzo, and he. The
recent studies have shown that morphology of the valley is due to the structural aspect and a lot of “roche moutonnée”
are really folds in the formation of Verrucano Lombardo.
Age:
Pleistocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
After the “old farmacy” of Introbio, turn to the right and then again at the first joint take to the right, after the asphalted
road park your car and follow the path to Val Biandino. After 2 hours walk you will reach Bocca di Biandino.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
16
Geosite name:
Liassic paleo ridge

Municipality:

19
Morterone

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°52‘46“ N
9°29‘00“ E
1100-1150 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific

Stratigraphy

Detail interest
Palaeoenvironmental reconstruction
Description:
The Geosite is formed by a group of outcrops that testify the existence of a big submarine excarpment, more than 300
m high. This structure is supposed to have delineated a paleo-high form the frontal basin during the time interval of
Hettangiano-Sinemuriano (Jadoul and Doniselli, 1987). At that period in the padanian basin there was a wide lineament
of structural highs that were extending form Albenza to the west, among which the paleo-ridge of Morterone was the
forming the northern margine. The paleo-high, the excarpment and the surrounding basin are recognized by analyzing
the facies that show a wide variability. The excarpment in particular is indicated by the presence of breccia that outcrops
now at the valley of the Morterone church and along the Remola stream. In this last locality the breccias outcrop at the
right wall of the valleyt at 888 m.a.s.l. and at the left side climbing towards Costa dei Boldes, where there are also
intercalations of limestones that area well stratified and slumping.
Age:
Hettangian-Sinemurian
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
Take the SP N° 63 from Ballabio towards Morterone (main road indication); the Geosite is located just about 1km before
Morterone at the locality of Medalunga.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
17
Geosite name:
Val Fraina kame terraces

Municipality:

20
Premana

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°03‘20“ N
9°29‘26“ E
1394 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Glacial morphology, kame terraces
Description:
At this site the kame terraces are very clear and these testify the landscape formed during the last glaciation. They are
developed on the both sides of the valley. Although they are similar to other morphologies of this kind, here they are
more appreciable because of the uncontaminated landscape.
Age:
Pleistocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
From the square of the parochial church of Premana, walk to the east and take the large footpath (ex military road).
After the water point the path climbs up and pass along the houses of Acquaduscio, Prodaccia and Alpe Rasga. Then
there is the first crossroad, at the second curve take to Baite di Taleggio and then at the second along the mule road
(large footpath) to Caprecolo and after passing the stream Fraina continue along the left flank and reach Alpe Fraina.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
18
Geosite name:
Zucco di Maesimo

Municipality:

21
Moggio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°54‘57“ N
9°30‘48“ E
1600 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific

Structural geology

Detail interest
Klippe, structural morphology
Description:
Klippe formed by the basal facies of the Dolomia Principale, made up of breccias that overthrust the Calcare di Zu. The
morphological distinction is clear and the top surface has depressions formed due to tectonic and slope movements
instead of karstic processes.
Age:
Eocene-Miocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
Take the SP N° 64 from Moggio to Culmine San Pietro and follow the path indicated by DOL (Dorsale Orobica
Lecchese) that leads to the Piani di Artavaggio. After few minutes of walk, you will find a crossroad with indications.
Turn to the left and follow the indication to Zucco di Maesimo and summer path. After crossing a well marked path,
there are some ups and downs until reaching the clear open space of Zucco di Maesimo.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
19
Geosite name:
Conglomerato di Ponte della
Folla

Municipality:

22
Cremeno/Pasturo

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
Lat.
Long.
Elev.

45°55‘47“ N
9°26‘58“ E
675 m

Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific

Sedimentology

Detail interest
Paleogeography
Description:
This Geosite, Balisio Canyon (n° 35) and Casargo Saddle (n° 41) are linked to the evolution of Valsassina, where the
last tectonic adjustment took place starting from the mid Pleistocene. After this event the Varrone stream, that first
originated in Valvarrone and flowed in Valsassina in North-South direction, later followed only the Valvarrone in North
direction. Whereas the Pioverna stream, tributary of PaleoVarrone, flows to the North following the whole Valsassina.
The Conglomerato di Ponte della Folla is the sedimentological evidence of this change. It is formed by well cemented
conglomerates with abundant matrix. The clasts are well rounded and sandy lenses also occur. The petrography is rich
in basement rock clasts coming from Val Biandino and Val Varrone; this implies that it was deposited by a stream
coming from the North so with a opposite direction in respect to the present one.
Age:
Messinian-Lower Middle Pliocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
From Lecco Passing through the SP N° 62 of Valsassina, the Ponte della Folla (between Balisio and Pasturo) is
reached and just South of it there are the outcrops

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
20
Geosite name:
Bindo landslide

Municipality:

23
Cortenova

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°00‘23“ N
9°23‘10“ E
450-700 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
National
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Slope stability, civil defence
Description:
By the end of November 2002, there was an intensive precipitation with a 100 years return period (Frattini and Crosta,
2006) and in the area of Bindo several fractures were formed along the flank, and due to this the population of the area
was evacuated. During the night of December first a volume of about 1 million m3 of rocks devastated the village
destroying 17 houses, 7 sheds and disconnecting all services. The landslide detached mainly from the Verrucano
Lombardo covered an area of about 650.000 m 2 at the base of the slope with a thickness variable between 5 and 120 m
(Ceriani and Carelli, 2012). One of the most important reasons for the occurence of the landslide is due to the down
slope dipping contact of the Verrucano Lombardo and the San Biagio Granite to which the presence of many DGPV
(Deformazioni Gravitative Profonde di Versante/Deep Slope Gravitational Deformations) are associated and the
landslide of Bindo can be considered as an accessory. At present the landslide deposit morphology is changed and the
provincial road crosses it by a tunnel. In any case, the still visible morphologies, the quantity of exsisting data, the
management of the emergency that has avoided occurances of casualities, makes the landslide of Bindo a good
didactic example of this type of phenomenon.
Age:
Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
Take the SP N° 62 to Valsassina from Lecco, until Cortenova. From the hamlet of Bindo it is possible to observe the
whole landslide.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
21
Geosite name:
Troggia waterfall

Municipality:

24
Introbio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°58‘47“ N
9°27‘26“ E
700 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Aesthetic/Historical Educational

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Fluvial morphology
Description:
The Troggia waterfall with its 100 m height is very important not only due to its height, but also due to its historical value,
that was visited by many important persons. Leonardo Da Vinci has noted fall of the stream as "in Val Sasina, infra
Vimognie e Introbbio, a man destra, entrando per la via di Lecco, si trova la Trosa, fiume che cade da uno sasso
altissimo, e cadendo entra sotto terra, e lì finisce il fiume" "In Val Sasina, between Vimognio and Introbbio, to the right
hand, going in by the road to Lecco, is the river Troggia which falls from a very high rock, and as it falls it goes
underground and the river ends there."(The Notebooks of Leonardo Da Vinci Volume 1 Translated by Jean Paul Richter
1888).
Significance of these words appears to testify the improbable tunneling of the stream Troggia. Cermenati also describes
the observations of Stoppani regarding the waterfall.
This waterfall was largely cited by Stoppani (1908). He described the evolution of the waterfall during the time. Stoppani
used the Troggia waterfall as a startingpoint to distinguish the “marmitte dei giganti” (basins of glacial origin), and
“marmitte delle cascate” due to water action. Infact Troggia waterfall has a small basin at the foot.
Age:
Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
Take the SP N° 62 from Lecco to Valsassina, until Introbio. Park your car and take the easy track that leads to the
Cascata della Troggia in about 15-20 minutes, indications in situ.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
22
Geosite name:
Abandoned iron mine

Municipality:

25
Introbio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
Lat.
Long.
Elev.

46°01‘44“ N
9°30‘44“ E
1790 m

Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Educational/Historical

Mining

Detail interest
Iron mine
Description:
This Geosite, togheter with Geosite 26 (Mine and Furnace) and Geosite 31 (Caleotto’s Mine) is one of the mining at the
upper Valvarrone area, where mining took place since 1600 A.D. In the major part of the mines the exploitation was
mainly in the 17th century and at beginning of the 1800 the veins are worked out. In this mine the main extracted
mineral was siderite.
Age:
Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
The mine is can be easily reached from Santa Rita Refuge where one can arrive by following various itineraries that
start from Introbio and Premana.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
23
Geosite name:
Costa del Palio caves

Municipality:

26
Morterone

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°52‘52“ N
9°30‘19“ E
970 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific

Hydrogeology/Geomorphology

Detail interest
Karst
Description:
The site includes the Maddalena cave, that is the principal complex, and the Alaska and Siberia caves. The Maddalena
cave is strongly controlled by the geological structure and it extends for more than 10 km mainly with horizontal
galleries. From this system there comes out the "Fiom Lat" spring which collects waters that drain from caves situated
on the opposite side of the slope. This is a fantastic example to show that the external morphology does not govern the
underground drainage.
Age:
Messinian-Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
From Ballabio take the SP N° 63 to Morterone (road indications). From here various tracks well indicated take to Costa
del Palio.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
24
Geosite name:
Valbona mine

Municipality:

27
Introbio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°00‘20“ N
9°29‘07“ E
2006 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Educational/Historical

Mining

Detail interest
Silver mine
Description:
Togheter sites 30 and 32 this is a significant evidences of mining that took place in Val Biandino. The mine was
excavated at the contact between the intrusion and the surrounding rock and a silver tetrahedrite was extracted. Now
the building is still visible and it is named “Palazzo di Valbona”.
Age:
Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
The Valbona mine can easily be reached from Grassi Refuge. This can be reached by taking various tracks that start
from Introbio (path N° 27) or from Barzio (path N° 101) or again from Valtorta (path N° 104).

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
25
Geosite name:
Pizzo Varrone

Municipality:

28
Introbio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°01‘27“ N
9°31‘10“ E
2325 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Aesthetic/Educational

Stratigraphy/Structural geology/Geomorphology

Detail interest
Structural morphology, angular unconformities
Description:
The angular discordance with different inclinations between the layers of Formazione del Pizzo del Diavolo and
Verrucano Lombardo is clearly visible at this site. The morphology of Pizzo governed by the lithostructural surface is
also beautiful.
Age:
Permian
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
Pizzo Varrone is reachable by taking various tracks both fom lecchese (Premana, Introbio e Piani di Bobbio) and
bergamasca (Ornica) or from the valtellinese slope (Gerola alta).

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
26
Geosite name:
Mine and furnace

Municipality:

29
Introbio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°01‘26“ N
9°30‘25“ E
2070 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Educational/Historical

Mining

Detail interest

Description:
This Geosite, togheter with Geosite 22 (Abandoned Iron Mine) and Geosite 31 (Caleotto’s Mine), is one of the
evidences of mining at the upper Valvarrone area, where mining took place since 1600 A.D. Here it is possible to see
one of the numerous furnaces used to roast the mineral after the selection of the material and a small mine. Near this
sites ruins of mining structures and discarged material (blocks of improductive rocks) are present.
Age:
Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
The mine is can be easily reached from Santa Rita Refuge where one can arrive by following various itineraries that
start from Introbio and Premana. The itinerary to mine and furnace is indicated on a panel at Santa Rita Refuge.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
27
Geosite name:
Val Biandino pluton

Municipality:

30
Introbio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°00‘31“ N
9°28‘13“ E
1200-1800 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
National
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Aesthetic

Petrographic and mineralogic

Detail interest
Contact metamorphism
Description:
It is an intrusive body of Permian age, composed of mainly diorite and granodiorite, subdivided in many blocks. The
aureole contact, partly highly developed, is the most interesting aspect. Textural variations of the host rock are clearly
visible and presence of xenoliths makes it more attractive.
Age:
Permian
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
It's possible to reach Val Biandino through various tracks with different levels of difficulty; the most simple one, suitable
for anyone, starts from Introbio; at the intersection between Umberto I and Partigiano Mina roads there is the beginning
of the route for Val Biandino. The journey is marked with a route tracer of a white and red stripe with the initials VB.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
28
Geosite name:
Lacca della Bobbia karst
spring

Municipality:

31
Barzio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°57‘14“ N
9°27‘52“ E
770 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific

Geomorphology/Hydrogeology

Detail interest
Karst, Karst spring, Karst idrology
Description:
Karst spring of the Piani di Bobbio is characterized by its high pressure flow during the rainy season. After few meters
the cave is closed by a siphon, but beyond that it continues for more than 800 m. There are very wide spaces with
columns up to 6 m high.
Age:
Norian-Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
From Barzio, follow the instructions for the station of the cableway for Piani di Bobbio, at a lower level where there is
parking area (La Piazza locality) there is also the entrance to the cave.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
29
Geosite name:
Piani di Bobbio

Municipality:

32

Barzio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°57‘28“ N
9°29‘27“ E
1650-1750 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Aesthetic/Educational

Geomorphology/Structural geology

Detail interest
Karst, structural morphology, Fault
Description:
It is a Karstic plateau where structural and morphological aspects are added. Fault planes are visible along the steep
slopes of Passo del Toro and from walls of the Dolomia Prinicpale and flanks of the Plateau. The Karst structures are
mainly represented by sinkholes and small shafts, although many of the morphologies are formed due to the slope
dynamics and tectonic lineaments.
Age:
Norian-Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
The Piani di Bobbio are easily reachable by using the cableway that departs from Barzio; the parking of the cableway is
in the La Piazza locality. From the arrival place of the Piani di Bobbio there start many tracks.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites
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Geosite map N.
30
Geosite name:
Lago di Sasso mine

Municipality:

33
Introbio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°01‘7“ N
9°30‘58“ E
2000 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Educational/Historical

Mining

Detail interest
Iron mine
Description:
Togheter sites 24 and 32 this is a evidence of mining that took place in Val Biandino. The mine was at the contact
between the Servino and Verrucano Lombardo. Mainly hematie was extracted.
Age:
Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
The mine is can be easily reached from Madonna della Neve Refuge or Santa Rita Refuge where one can arrive by
following various itineraries that start from Introbio and Premana. Panel at Santa Rita Refuge indicates the itinerary.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
31
Geosite name:
Caleotto's mine

Municipality:

34
Introbio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°01‘39“ N
9°30‘30“ E
1855 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Educational/Historical

Mining

Detail interest
Iron mine
Description:
This Geosite, togheter with Geosite 22 (Abandoned Iron Mine) and Geosite 26 (Mine and Furnace) is one of the
evidences of mining at the upper Valvarrone area, where mining took place since 1600 A.D. This is the most important
mine of this area and secondary tunnels are present a small distance from the entrance. During the 1930-1940 period
new excavations were carried out. The main mineral extracted was siderite. The mine was restored in 1999 and it can
still be visited. The ruins of a shelter are also visible.
Age:
Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
The mine is can be easily reached from Santa Rita Refuge where one can arrive by following various itineraries that
start from Introbio and Premana. Follow the signed path in situ and on the panels along the “DOL” (Dorsale Orobica
Lecchese) path.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
32
Geosite name:
Canale del Peloso mine

Municipality:

35
Introbio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°01‘23“ N
9°30‘12“ E
1960 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Educational/Historical

Mining

Detail interest
Iron mine
Description:
Togheter sites 24 and 30 this is an evidence of mining that took place in Val Biandino The mineralization, consisting in
hematite and siderite, occur in the Formazione di Pizzo del Diavolo.
Age:
Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
The mine is can be easily reached from Santa Rita Refuge where one can arrive by following various itineraries that
start from Introbio and Premana.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
33
Geosite name:
Ferrera cave

Municipality:

36
Mandello del Lario

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°55‘58“ N
9°21‘16“ E
600 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Karst
Description:
It is one of the most wide caves of Grigna with a hall of about 170 x 40 m wide. The cave developes along a big fracture
and the internal morphology testifies that it was widened by successive roof collapes. It is a famous site in the area and
this is partly due to the iron mining in the past.
Age:
Middle Triassic-Holocene
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in SCI IT2030002, SPA IT2030601. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
From Mandello del Lario go to the Rongio hamlet, until the small church of S.Antonio is reached and the road ends.
From the church a large track has to be taken (the starting point is marked with the track marker) and in about half an
hour the cave is reached.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
34
Geosite name:
Laorca cave

Municipality:

37
Lecco

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°52‘44“ N
9°24‘17“ E
450 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Aesthetic

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Karst, conglomerate cave
Description:
It is a complex of many caves that are opened in the Laorca conglomerate that is formed by cemented slope debris.
Laorca cave is very large, partly occupied by the cemetery of Laorca, where as San Giovanni cave is more developed
with concretions and small basins.
Age:
Upper Pliocene-Lower Pleistocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
The Laorca district is reachable both from Lecco and Ballabio, following the SP N° 62. The caves are located in
correspondence to the cemetery.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
35
Geosite name:
Balisio canyon

Municipality:

38

Ballabio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°54‘42“ N
9°25‘58“ E
680 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Aesthetic/Educational

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Structural morphology, slope stability, paleogeography
Description:
This Geosite, Balisio Canyon (n° 35) and Casargo Saddle (n° 41) are linked to the evolution of Valsassina, where the last
tectonic adjustment took place starting from the mid Pleistocene. After this event the Varrone stream, that first originated
in Valvarrone and flowed in Valsassina in North-South direction, later followed end only the Valvarrone in North direction.
Whereas the Pioverna stream, tributary of PaleoVarrone, flows to the North following the whole Valsassina. This site is a
characteristic dead valley, gently inclined toward Lecco. Its origin and evolution is related to paleoVarrone stream. The
flat bottom testified the occurrence of a shallow lake that temporarly occurred until 1800 A.D. The late is distinguished by
the vertical morphology that is typical characteristics of the Dolomia Principale, that is clearly visible on the eastern slope
of the valley.
Age:
Messinian-Lower Middle Pliocene
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in SPA IT2030601. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
From Ballabio take the SP N° 62 in the direction of Barzio. Right out of Ballabio the road follows the bottom of a small
valley. The portion between Ballabio and Balisio is the Balisio canyon.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
36
Geosite name:
Rialba towers

Municipality:

39
Abbadia Lariana

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°53‘42“ N
9°21‘24“ E
450-500 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Eucational

Geomorphology/Applied Geology

Detail interest
Slope stability, conglomerate towers, lateral spread
Description:
The towers are up to 100 m high and are made up of Conglomerato di Rialba. The conglomerate was formed due to a
big and old landslide; the towers are due to lateral spreads that extend all along the slope. Due to the location of the
towers that is near to important roads and a railway, they are under a strict control by a modern system.
Age:
Messinian-Lower Middle Pliocene, Holocene
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in SCI IT2030002, SPA IT2030601. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
Difficult to reach on foot, the tower of Rialba can be observed by driving through the exSS N° 36, about 1km before
reaching Abbadia Lariana coming from Lecco.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
37
Geosite name:
Cainallo moraine and lacustrine
deposits

Municipality:

40

Esino Lario

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°59‘17“ N
9°21‘37“ E
1238 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
National
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational/Aesthetic

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Glacial morphology, glaciolacustrine deposits, dropstones
Description:
An excellent glaciolacustrine deposit of over 40 m thick, containing dropstones and laminations. The lake was formed
during the last glaciation occupying the space between the mountain side and the end morain of the glacial tongue that
stopped after penetrating the valley. The glacial deposit is still visible where the shelter of Cainallo has been constructed.
Age:
Upper Pleistocene
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in Parco della Grigna Settentrionale. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
Cainallo can be reached walking up from Varenna and passing through Esino Lario or alternatively at Cortenova, in
Valsassina, by taking the SP N°65 in direction of Esino Lario and from here to Cainallo.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
38
Geosite name:
Mud vulcanoes

Municipality:

41
Taceno

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°00‘58“ N
9°21‘49“ E
420 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific

Geomorphology/Hydrogeology/Applied Geology

Detail interest

Description:
These are small eruption manifestations that appear near the Pioverna stream and the adjacent area. These are caused
by the up-flow of silts due to the presence of pressurized groundwater in contact with the substratum. The substratum is
affected by a Valtorta fault. The fault controls the up flow of the groundwater and sometimes it is associated with mud
eruptions and sometimes it causes subsidence of the ground.
Age:
Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
Few hundreds of meters before reaching Taceno, coming from Lecco, along the SP N°62 of Valsassina, turn to the left
in the Via Carreggiata (industrial zone) until reaching Pioverna.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
39
Geosite name:
Tartavalle thermae

Municipality:

42
Taceno

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°01‘07“ N
9°21‘22“ E
417 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational

Hydrogeology

Detail interest
Medical Geology
Description:
These are the outcome of many mineralized and oligomineralized springs, that are both from deep and shallow
groundwater circulations within Verrucano Lombardo and Servino. These were active for more than a century and at
present they are under a project of rehabilitation and it is another means of tourist attraction in the area.
Age:
Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
At Taceno, coming from Lecco along the SP N° 62 of Valsassina, turn to the left to Via alle Terme, until reaching a wide
parking area.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
40
Geosite name:
Pian delle Betulle Deep
Seated Gravitational Slope
Deformation (DSGSD)
Municipality:

43
Margno

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°01‘41“ N
9°24‘30“ E
1501 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Landslide, slope stability
Description:
A very good representation of a deep slope that is deformed by gravitational activities. This phenomenon is quite
diffused in the area which also has strongly influenced the morphology of the area. Ridge-top depressesions are
present, valleys are aligned parallel to mountain slopes, trenches and counterscarps make the presence of DSGSD
clear, even to non experts.
Age:
Pleistocene-Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
The Pian delle Betulle is comfortably reachable by using the cableway that starts in Comune di Margno.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
41
Geosite name:
Casargo saddle

Municipality:

44
Casargo

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
46°03‘05“ N
9°23‘43“ E
920 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Structural morphology, paleogeography
Description:
This Geosite, Conglomerato di Ponte della Folla (Geosite n°19) and and Balisio Canyon (n° 35) are linked to the
evolution of Valsassina, where the last tectonic adjustment took place starting from the mid Pleistocene. After this event
the Varrone stream that first originated in Valvarrone and flowed in Valsassina in North-South direction, later followed
end only the Valvarrone in North direction. Whereas the Pioverna stream, tributary of PaleoVarrone, flows to the North
following the whole Valsassina. This site is a dead valley. Northward it is cut by Val Varrone and Southward is it cut by
Valsassina. The bottom of the Casargo valley is more than 200 m higher than the surrounding valleys from which it is
divided by steep slopes. The Casargo valley is too big in respect to the present water circulation. All these features
support the PaleoVarrone evolution theory.
Age:
Messinian-Lower Middle Pliocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
From the locality of Taceno take the SP N° 67 for Margno and Casargo. The steep slope is one of the terminations of
the saddle. Continuing until the Piazzo locality it's possible to see the other termination and the descent to Valvarrone.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
42
Geosite name:
Piani di Artavaggio

Municipality:

45
Moggio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°55‘58“ N
9°31‘34“ E
1600-2000 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Aesthetic

Geomorphology/Structural geology

Detail interest
Karst, structural morphology
Description:
A karstic plateau characterized by the presence of many superficial and underground morphologies that are manifested
including on dolomites. Most of the subsurface morphologies are related to the fractures of the rocks and slope
movements instead of karstism.
Age:
Norian-Holocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
The Piani di Artavaggio can be easiky reached by using the cableway that starts in Comune di Moggio.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
43
Geosite name:
Maggio moraine

Municipality:

46
Cremeno

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°55‘43“ N
9°27‘38“ E
766 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Glacial morphology
Description:
A moraine complex that occur in the Southern part of Valsassina, These are products of the last maximum glacial and
some other older moraines. The LGM morains is visibile at the cemetery of Maggio.
Age:
Upper Pleistocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
Coming from Lecco along the SP N° 62 of Valsassina, turn to the right at Balisio, for Cremeno, Moggio until reaching
the centre of the town, in which the town itself was built on moraine.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
44
Geosite name:
Conglomerato del Pialeral

Municipality:

47
Pasturo

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°56‘59“ N
9°24‘5“ E
1760 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational

Sedimentology/Geomorphology

Detail interest
Periglacial environmental
Description:
It is a big slab of conglomerate usually within the Grèze Litées facies. It is formed by a slope debris during the cold
seasons, of probably the Mid Pleistocene. Inversion of the relief caused by the evolution of the surrounding valleys is
very interesting.
Age:
Upper Pliocene
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in SCI IT2030001, SPA IT2030601 and Parco della Grigna Settentrionale. The site shows no
conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
From the centre of Pasturo the track N° 33 should be taken and in 2 hours time it takes to the Antonietta al Pialeral
Refuge. The path climbs up from there in the direction of the Grigna Settentrionale peak, until Foppa di Masone/Baita di
Grigna.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
45
Geosite name:
Mogafieno karstic area

Municipality:

48
Pasturo

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°56‘40“ N
9°24‘00“ E
1700-1750 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Educational

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Karst
Description:
A slope made up of Formazione di Esino with many superficial morphologies such as Karstic fissures, bogaz and
karren.
Age:
Middle Triassic, Holocene
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in Parco della Grigna Settentrionale. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
From the centre of Pasturo town take the track N° 33 and in about 2 hours the Antonietta al Pialeral Refuge can be
reached. From here the path climbs up to the Zucco dei Chignoli, before which the Alpe di Mogafieno is found.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
46
Geosite name:
Prato della Nave

Municipality:

49
Abbadia Lariana

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°53‘36“ N
9°22‘26“ E
1100 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Glacial morphology
Description:
A beautiful moraine deposit of the last maximum glacial period, over 400 meters long indicated by the presence of
erratic blocks on the crest. It is one of the few evidences for the presence of a moraine along the side of the lake.
Age:
Upper Pleistocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
From the locality Piani Resinelli take the road for Campelli and keep always the left side at crossroads. At the crossroad
with Montanina continue straight ahead (to the West, downwards). After about 500 m take the track on the left for the
Valfredda locality. From here a track in the middle of the mountain takes to Prato della Nave in some minutes.

List and detailed description of existing Geosites

GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
47
Geosite name:
Travertino di Necrebbio

Municipality:

50
Abbadia Lariana

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°54‘19“ N
9°21‘17“ E
550 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Regional
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific/Aesthetic

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Karst
Description:
It is a big deposit, more than 40 meters thick and partially still active. It is identified as microhermal, stromatolitic and
waterfall travertine. The later forms the frontal part of the deposit. Dating made on these rocks show an age of at least
the Upper Pleistocene.
Age:
Upper Pleistocene
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in SCI IT2030002, SPA IT2030601. The site shows no conservation problem.
How to reach this site:
From Abbadia Lariana take the tracks that goes upwards to the valley of Zerbo stream; the travertine is found inside a
tributary stream at the level of the houses in Cimet locality.
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GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
48
Geosite name:
Fans

Municipality:

51
Mandello del Lario

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°54‘54“ N
9°19‘09“ E
200-250 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Fluvial morphology, slope stability
Description:
The fans of Como Lake usually form complex edifices. These are partly developed from alluvial and partly from
landslide deposits. They have an interwoven history with many phases of glacial advancements and retreats. The
Mandello del Lario fan is formed partly by pre-LGM (cemented) and partly by the post-LGM (non cemented) deposits.
An old shore terrace is also clearly visible, indicating that the lake was at a much higher level than its present position.
Age:
Pliocene-Pleistocene
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
Walking along the eastern shore of the Como lake (Lecco Branch), from Abbadia Lariana to Colico, various alluvial fans
are crossed.
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GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
49
Geosite name:
Nava Hanging Valley

Municipality:

52
Barzio/Introbio

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°57‘51“ N
9°27‘58“ E
930 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Structural morphology
Description:
The hanging valley is crosscut by the Valle dell'Acquaduro in the North and by the retreating spring of Lacca della
Bobbia in the South. The valley has a smooth profile and it is covered with a big slope debris deposits. Its evolution as a
hanging valley is probably due to the movements of the Linea della Valtorta and Linea del Faggio.
Age:
Pleistocene?-Holocene?
Conservation:
The site shows no conservation problem
How to reach this site:
Following the not asphalted road that begins from the Piani di Bobbio cableway (Barzio Municipality), in less than 1 km
the Baite Nava locality houses are reached.
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GRIGNA VALSASSINA and COMO LAKE
GEOPARK

Geosite map N.
50
Geosite name:
Valle del Geron landslide

Municipality:

53
Pasturo

Geographic Coordinate System
WGS 1984
45°55‘32“ N
9°24‘33“ E
1100-1400 m

Lat.
Long.
Elev.
Level of interest:
Local
Value:

Geoscience subject:
Scientific

Geomorphology

Detail interest
Landslide, slope stability
Description:
This is an important landslide, located at the right-hand side of the Balisio Canyon, with well defined morphology. The
landslide is very big and the related deposit, partially cemented, have formed a large fan where the village of Balisio has
been founded.
Age:
Holocene?
Conservation:
The Geosite is included in SPA IT2030601 and Parco della Grigna Settentrionale. The site shows no conservation
problem.
How to reach this site:
From Lecco first Ballabio is reached then following the road with many curves, the Piani Resinelli locality is reached.
From here following a wide path, the proximity of the landslide in the direction of Cascina Muscera is reached.
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